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Risk Assessment Guidelines: 
- Initiatives Beach Games 

 

Aims  

1. To develop the participants awareness of self and others 

2. To help participants become aware that actions have consequences 

3. to develop communication skills eg – expressing  ideas clearly and listening to 

others 

4. To develop the idea that when something doesn’t work, is not failure, but not 
having a go because you are afraid of failure is! 

5. To develop understanding that everyone is different, with different strengths 

and weakness, but by working as a team we can all succeed. 

6. To develop the concepts of  strategies planning and the importance of 

organization 

 

Risks: - casual factors: - hazards and dangers 

People Equipment Environment 
 Not listening 

 Not being aware of others 

 lack of understanding 

instructions 

 poor supervision 

 Trolleys-saw hands from 

ropes 

- hurt ankles/toes 

- falling off / bruises  

 Berlin wall – bruises 

/splinters 

- fall off top 

- ankle injury  

 Prouty’s landing- rope 

burn 

- grazed knees 

- knocked over by 

others 

 spiders web-head or 

neck injury if not 

done properly 

 Other games and 

general activities:-

cuts/ bruises      

 

 Dehydration 

 Sunburn 

 Uneven ground-

sprains/cuts bruises 
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Risk Management Strategies:-Normal operations 

 

People Equipment  Environment 
 Brief and debrief each 

activity making 

participants aware of 

others and 

consequences 

 Instruction to be clear 

and simple 

 Point out possible 

dangers in briefing 

resulting in increase 

awareness 

 Trolleys  

– shoes to be warn at all 

       times. 

- if anyone falls off to 

yell “off” and 
everyone is to stop, 

the instructor 

reinforces this. 

- If everyone work 

together it doesn’t 
hurt 

 Berlin wall 

- spotters at base of wall at 

all times 

-only 3 people on top at 

any time 

- ladder provided for 

descending and someone 

supervisors the 

descendant.  

 Proutys Landing 

- instruct the correct 

way of swinging  

- make sure there is no 

hazards on the ground 

that could cause 

injury-good soft fall 

- make aware of 

dangers in briefing  

- organise finish 

positions as go, 

pointing out dangers. 

 Spiders wed 

-show correct method of 

passing participants 

through the web 

 Other games- in 

briefing make aware 

of others and dangers 

of running around. 

 Participates can carry 

a water bottle or go 

and get a drink if 

required. 

 Every one should 

have a hat shoes and 

sunscreen.  

Emergencies 

 The instructor has his first aid certificate 

 The instructor has a first aid with them 

 The instructor is aware of the emergency plan 

Policies and Guidelines 

 Based on Guidelines for Safe conduct of sports and physical activities in schools 

 Supervisor:- 1:30 

 A teacher should be present to take overall responsibility for discipline. 
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